We prove a Ramsey theorem for trees. The infinite version of this theorem GUI be stated: if T is a rooted tree of infinite height with each node of T having at least one but finitely many immediate successor, if n is a positive integer, and if the collection of all strongly embedded, height-n subtrees of T is partitioned into finitely many classes, then there must exist a strongly embedded subtree S of T with S having in6nite height and with all the strongly embedded, height-n subtrees of S in the same class.
INTRODUCTION
The primary result of this paper is the Ramsey theorem for trees that is stated in the abstract (Theorem 1.3 below). There are both finite and infinite versions of this theorem. Deuber and Leeb ([I] and [2] ) have also found a finitary Ramsey theorem for trees, but the feature that distinguishes our finitary theorem from theirs is that we consider strongly embedded subtrees while they just consider embedded subtrees. (See Definitions 1.1-2 below.) The consideration of strongly embedded subtrees has several advantages. First, it seems that only by considering strongly embedded subtrees can one obtain an infinite Ramsey theorem for trees. Second, the finite Ramsey theorem for strongly embedded trees implies the corresponding result for embedded trees, but the converse is apparently false. Third, for the purpose of partition theorems, it seems that consideration of the strongly embedded subtrees of a given tree is natural; most of the questions that can be asked about partition theorems for cardinals or ordinals and their subsets, can be rephrased as meaningful questions about trees and strongly embedded subtrees.
Unfortunately, working with trees requires many detinitidns and notational conventions. These are gathered together in the following section. Section Two contains a proof of the "pigeon-hole principle" we need for the consider-215 ation of strongly embedded subtrees. Section Three contains the proof of the main theorem. Section Four contains the corollaries that result if one considers embedded and weakly embedded subtrees instead of strongly embedded subtrees. Section Five contains the statements of some further results and open questions.
DEFINITIONS
We shall identify a nonnegative integer with the set of smaller nonnegative integers; for example, 4 = (0, 1, 2, 3) . Similarly, w = N, is the set of all nonnegative integers as well as the cardinality of that set. "01 < w" means that either 01 E o or CY = w.
If X is a set, we write 1 X 1 for the cardinality of X. If K is a cardinal (finite or infinite), we write: Iffe xY and if 2 C X, we writefl 2 for the restriction offto 2. Suppose P = (P, <) is a partially ordered set. (By abuse of notation we use a single symbol both for a structure and for its underlying set.) Ifp E P, we write: Pred(p, P> = lq E P : q <PI, Pred*(p, P) = Pred(p, P) -(p>, Su=(p,P)={q~P:q>pP), succ*(p, P) = Succ(p, P) -{p}.
We shall be primarily concerned with rooted trees of finite height or of height o, so the following definition of a tree will be used. (1) T has a unique least element, called the root of T and denoted Root (T).
(2) For each t E T, Pred(t, 1") is a finite chain, i.e. Pred(t, T) is a linearly ordered set in (T, <).
The elements of a tree Twill sometimes be called nodes. If t E T, then the Zeuel of t in T, denoted Lev(t, T), is the cardinality of Pred*(t, T). If n E w, T(n) = (t E T: Lev(t, T) = n}, i.e. T(n) is the set of nodes on the n-th level of T. The height of Tis Height(T) = sup{/ Pred(t, T)I : t E T}. For example, if n E w implies T(n) + @, then T must have height CU. A branch of T is a maximal chain in (T, <}. We call T an a-tree (where 01 < U) provided each branch of T has cardinality LY. Thus each a-tree has height CY, but a tree with height 01 need not be an a-tree.
Ifs and t are nodes of T, we say s is an immediate successor of t when s is minimal in Succ*(t, T), or equivalently, when t = max{Pred*(s, T)>. We write IS(t, T) for the collection of all immediate successors of t in T.
If K is a cardinal (finite or infinite), and if (Y < w, an (or, K)-tree is an a-tree with each nonmaximal node having exactly knmediate
successors. An (a, <K)-tree is an or-tree with each nonmaximal node having fewer than K immediate successors, and an (ar, =&)-tree is an a-tree with each nonmaximal node having at most K immediate successors.
If 0 G (Y < fl < w, we write Incr (a, p) for the set of all strictly increasing functions from (Y into /?. DEFINITION 1.2. Suppose S is an a-tree and T is a /I-tree with 0 < a: < /3 < CO. S is embedded in T provided:
(1) S C T, and the partial order on S is induced from T. (2) If s ES is nonmaximal in S and t E IS(s, T), then Succ(t, T) n IS(s, S) is a singleton.
S is weakly embedded in T provided that condition (I), above, holds and (2)" if s ES is nonmaximal in S and t E IS(s, T), then I Succ(t, T) n IS(s, S)l < 1.
S is strongly embedded in T provided S is embedded in T, and (3) there exists f~ Incr(or, /3) such that S(n) C T(f(n)) for each n E CX.
The function fin (3) is called the level assignment function for S in T, and we writeJ'= LAF(S, T).
Given f E Incr(ol, /3), we write Str,(T) for the collection of all a-trees strongly embedded in the p-tree Tthat havef as level assignment function in T. Also, Str"(T) = u Str,(T), fmcrm3
St+(T) = u Str"(T), llEDl and StrQ(T) = StP(T) U Str<"(T).
We shall also extend the above notation to Unite sequences of trees. It should be noted that if S, R and T are w-trees with SE Str,(T) and R E Str,(S), then R E Strh(T) where h(n) =f(g(n>) for each n E w.
We shall also use the notation Em"(T) for the set of all a-trees embedded in a tree T, and Em<"(T) = u EmB ('r>. f%a Similarly, WEm"(7') will be the set of all height-a trees that are weakly embedded in T, and
WEm<'(T) = u WEms(T). Bex Em+(T) and WEm@(T) are defined similarly. Using these definitions, we can give precise statements of our primary theorems. It should be mentioned that this becomes the infmite version of Ramsey's theorem [5] , provided T is the trivial tree with 1 IS(t, T)] = 1 for each t E T.
From Theorem 1.3 and a standard compactness argument, or by repeating a finitary version of the proof we shall give for (1.3), we obtain the following results. 
PIGEON-HOLE PRINCIPLE
In this section we shall give a proof of Theorem 2.1, below. Theorem 2.1 is a partition theorem for finite sequences of trees. The result is straightforward for a single tree; the difficulty arises for long (but finite) sequences of trees. However, our Ramsey theorem for strongly embedded subtrees requires consideration of sequences of trees rather than just a single tree, so the full strength of (2.1) will be used in Section Three. [3] . The proof we shall give is a modification of the methods of Halpem and Lziuchli. Any errors in this particular proof are due to this author. The difficulty arises in that there is a long sequence of statements to be proven between Y and Y' when d is large. To handle such a sequence of statements, we codify each statement as a string of quantifiers, and we show that certain manipulative rules for altering these strings preserve the truth of the codified statement. Then if Y is true, the truth of Y' follows using only these manipulative rules.
With this in mind, we introduce the codified form of our statements and our manipulative rules. We start with the atomic symbols 3Ai, Vxd , 3ai and 3xi (i E d) and form a language of symbols Ld according to the requirement that a string of atomic symbols is in Ld if and only if
(1) the string contains exactly 2d atomic symbols, and (2) for each 0 < i < d, either it is true that both 3Ai and Vxi appear in the string with 3Ai left of Vxi , or it is true that Va, and 3Xi both appear in the string with Vai left of 3Xi .
We denote our manipulative "derivation" rule by +-d . The symbol I-~ is determined by the following three rules (taken from [3] ) where U, V range over strings of atomic symbols; 01, /I stand for Ai , ai or xi ; and all strings indicated are in Ld .
RuleI.
(a) U~LY$ Vt--, U@3or V,
To state Rule III, we make the convention: if each Vi (p < i < q) is a string of atomic symbols, then (Vi)", is the string V,V,, a.. V, .
Rule III. If u is any permutation of d = (0, I,...: d -l}, then for all O<p<d-I, We write IV+, W' if w' can be "derived" from W by finitely many applications of I-~ . Lemma 3.2, the essential fact about t==a , is proved in [3] on page 364.
LEMMA 3.2 (Halpem and Lauchli).
As promised, to each string in L, we shall associate a statement about (Ti : i E d) and C, . But first we need some dejnitions. DEFINITION 
If T is an w-tree, and if p E o, a set B _C T is p-dense in T provided for each t E T(p), B n Succ*(t, T) # O. A sequence B = (Bi : i E d) E niEd B(T,) is p-dense provided Bi is p-dense in Ti for
Given W, a string of atomic symbols, n E w and B = (Bi : i E d), we associate a sentence W(n, B) by the following inductive rules.
(1) If W is the empty string: W(n, B) is "(xi : i E d) E C,, ." (2) If W is a string of k + 1 atomic symbols:
If W = 3AiW', then W(n, B) is "@Ai C Bi) Ai is n-dense in Ti and JV(n, B)."
If WE Ld and 0 < n <p < w, then @(W, n, p) is the statement: "If p~q<oandB=(B,:iEd)withBiCTi(q)foreachi~d,andifBis p-dense in (Ti :
(Vn E w)(3p E UJ) p > n and @WY n, P).
Example. If WE L, is IA, Va, 3x, Vxl , then Y(W) means "to each n E w there corresponds p > n such that for each q 3 p and each sequence B = <Bi : i E d) with B, _C Ti(q) for each i E d, if B is p-dense, then there exists A, _C B1 that is n-dense in Tl such that for each a2 E T,(n) there exists x2 E B, n Succ* (a, , T,) such that for all x, E A,, (x1, x2) E CO ."
It remains to show that our manipulative rule /=d on L, preserve truth of the corresponding statements about (Ti : i E d) and C,, . ProoJ By definition, any application of /==d in Ld can be replaced by a finite sequence of applications of +-d . So it suffices to prove Y(W) implies Y(E") whenever W+, lV', i.e. whenever w' can be obtained from W by one of the rules I, II or III. If WE-~ w'by rules I or II, then the fact that Y(W) implies Y( W') is easy to check. So we consider the case WI--~ W by use of rule III.
Without loss of generality, it sulhces to consider rule III with u being the identity permutation on d. So consider W r= (Vu& (ZlA,) :;:V and w' = (3Ag,: (Vu& v f or some 0 < r < d -1. Now V(n, B) contains no references to n and B. In fact, V(n, B) depends only on (ai : i E r + 1) and (Ai : r < i < d). So for any 5 = (ai : 0 G i G r> and (Ai : r < i < d), we write 0(5, (Ai : r < i < d)) for the assertion V(n, B) about G and (Ai : r < i < d).
Note that the only occurrences of the Ai in 6(Z, (Ai : r < i < d)) are of the form "Vxi E A+" Hence, ifA:CA,,r<i<d,then 8@,(Ai : r < i < d)) implies 8(C,(A: : r < i < d)).
Assuming U(W) (i.e. (Vn E w)(3p E 0) p 3 n and @(IV, n, p)), we want to show Y( wl) (i.e. (V n~w)@p~w)p >nand@(W',n,p)).SoletF:o+w be chosen so that for all n E w, F(n) > n and @(W, n, F(n)). Also, suppose arbitrary n' E w is given. Then we must find p' > n' such that @(w', n', p').
Let K = 1 ni.7+1Ti(n')l, then let p' = F(rz'), where F"(n') = n' and P++.z') = F(P(n')). We shall show that this selection of p' works, i.e., @(W', n', p') holds. SO suppose q 3 p' and B = (Bi : i E d) with & C T,(q) and with B being PI-dense in <Ti : i E d). We must find sets Ai Z Bi , with A, being n'-dense in ZCi (for each r < i < d) and with the property that for each 5 E mEri.lTj(n'), f@,(Ai : r < i -=c d)) holds.
Enumerate n. 3Er+lTj(n') as (Z(k) : 1 < k < K:, where si(k) = (a(k,j) : j E r + I). By induction on k with k E K + 1, we select sets A(/, k) C Bi , for each r < i < d, such that the following conditions hold for all k E K j 1.
To start, each A(i, 0) is defined by (l), and we know (3) holds. Suppose 1 < k < K and the sets A(i, m), with r < i < d and m E k, have all been defined so that (l)- (4) hold when k is replaced by m. We want to select <A(& k) : r < i < d) so that (l)--(4) hold. But this is easy. By the choice of F, we know @( W, FK-k(n'), FK--(L-l)(n')) t**> is true. So for each j E r + 1, pick a'(k, j) E Succ*(a(k, j), Tj) n Ti(FK-"(n')). is f'K-C+-l)(n')-d ense in <Ti : i E n), (**) implies there must exist sets A(i, k), r < i < d, such that conditions (2) and (3) This completes our induction on k E K + 1.
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 2.4, let Ai = A(i, k) for each r < i < d. Then the facts (*), (2) and (4) require that 8@(k), (Ai : r < i < d>) is true for each 1 < k < K; so the proof of (2.4) is complete.
We return to the proof of Theorem 2. Let n' be some n E w such that (i) holds. Then to each p > n', there correspond q, B and 5 -= (ai : i E d) E nieaTi(n') satisfying (i). Since n,,Ti(tZ') is finite, we conclude that there exists a set P E [UJ -(0, l,..., n')lxo and a fixed a' = (a'(i) : i E d> E niedTi(n') such that the following holds:
(ii) to each p E P there correspond q > p and B = (Bi : i E d) with Bi C Ti(q) and Bi p-dense in Ti Suppose all Pm, 97n 9 B(m) and Si(m) have been chosen for m E k where k 3 1. We want to select pk , qk , B(k) and S,(k) so that (l)-(7) hold. Arbitrarily pick pL E P with pk > qk-l . Use (ii) to select qk: > pk and B(k) = <B(k, i) : i E d) so that B(k, i) _C Ti(qk) with B(k) pk-dense, and so that J&#ucc(a'(i), Ti) n B(k, i) C C, . For each i E d, each t E Si(k -l), and each s E IS@, TJ, pick s' as in condition (5), and let S,(k) be the collection of all such s' (one s' I& for each such pair t, s). Then it is trivial to check that the conditions (l)- (7) (iii) (Vn)(3p > n)(3Ai _C Ti(p) with A; n-dense in 7'i)t-1nIi.aAi C C, .
Using (iii) we can construct (& :' i E d) E Str"(Ti : i E d) such that
By induction on k, k E w, we shall select (pk : k E w), <A(k, i) : i E d, k E w), and (&(k) : i E d, k E w> such that the following hold for each k E w.
(8) pk E w and pk > pi for each j E k. When the induction is complete, set & = UkEwSj(k); so unew(niEdSi(n)) c C, . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section we shall give a proof of Theorem 1.3. In fact, we shall prove the stronger Theorem 3.1 below, which has Theorem 1.3 as an immediate consequence (take d = 1). Before proving (3. l), we mention one lemma which we shall use repeatedly. LEMMA 3.2. 1f T is a.n w-tree, iff E Incr(w, o), and if t E T(f(O)), theta there exists S E Str,(T) with t being the root of S.
To prove the lemma, use induction on II, n E w, to pick S(n) C T(f(n)).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Our proof is by induction on cz, 1 < a! < w. If (y. = 1, then (3.1) is just Theorem 2.1, so only the inductive step remains. Suppose (3.1) is true for some 01 with 1 < a! < o, we shall show that (3.1) remains true when 01 is replaced by 01 + 1.
Suppose we are given d with 1 < d < o and (Ti : i E d) a sequence of (w, <w)-trees with where 1 < r < w. By induction on n, n E w, we shall define an array of trees (T(i, n) : i E d, n E w), a function v : w 3 w, and another function F such that the following conditions hold for each n E w. (a) 
.e. the n-th leveljof T(i, n) is a subset of the o(n)-th level of Ti . (e) If n > 1, then for each i E d and each
there exists a unique s' E T(i, n)(n) with s' > s. (f) For each i E d, each i E k + 1, T(i, n)(j) = T(i, k)(j). So in particular, T(i, n)(j) = T(i, j)(j) for all j E n + 1. O) is just like the selection of T(i, n) (see the paragraph after the following paragraph) when T(i, n -1) is given except one starts with Ti instead of T(i, n -1). So we shall detail only the inductive step in our definition of u, F and the T(i, n).
So suppose z;(k), T(i, k) (for all i E d), and F 1 nied T(i, k)(k) have all been defined for each k E II. We want to select r@z), T(i, n) (for all i E d), and to define F on ncdT(i, n)(n) so that conditions (a) (k) T(i, n, p) C fiBE9T(i, n, q) for each i E d.
(1) T(i, n, p)(k) = T(i, n)(k) for each k E n + 1. (m) Suppose p > 1 and we fix f E Incr(s w) with f(0) > v(n). Also, suppose that for each i E d and each s E IS'(a@, i), TJ, there exists S, E Strr(Ti> with S, C Succ(s, Ti> n T(i, n, p); and suppose we write
so & E StP+l(Ti) for each i E d. Then for each k E r, F@(p)) = k if and only if <& :iEd)E&. To start the induction, (i) requires T(i, n, 0) = T(i, n -1). So suppose T(i, n, p -1) is given for each i E d, and we want to select T(i, n, p) for each i E d. For simplicity of notation, we make the following conventions. (We assume that the n and p under consideration are fixed.) and ifs E I, for some i E d, we write Q(S) = SIC+, Ti) n T(i, n, p -1).
Consider the array of trees (Q(s) : i E d, s E Ii). We define a function H, Fix i E d, we shall define T(i, n, p)(k) for all k > n as follows. For each a E T(i, n, p)(n) = T(i, n)(n) with a # a(p, i), and for each s E Is(a, T,), use Lemma 3.2 to pick an arbitrary w-tree (0) Q'(s) E Str,(Succ(s, TJ n T(i, n, p -1)).
Then we define
It should be emphasized that Q'(s) is defined differently according to whether s E IS(u, TJ with a = a(p, i) or with a # a(p, i). In the first case, Q'(s) satisfies (n). In the latter case, Q'(s) is chosen arbitrarily (using Lemma 3.2) satisfying (0). This completes our induction on p E K + 1, and it is easy to check that the conditions (i)--(m) hold. Since T(i, n)(n) = T(i, n, p) for each p E K + 1, we have also completed the definition of F on n&"(i, n)(n). So,returning to the definition of T(i, n)(k) for k > n, we set T(i, n) = T(i, n, K). Then the conditions (i)-(m) assure that the conditions (a)-(h) hold for T(i, n). This completes our induction on n E w and our definitions of v, of F, and of the trees T(i, n). For each i E d, set T'(i) = n,,,T(i, n), and note that condition (f) requires that for a fixed k, T(i, n)(k) is constant after n increases past k. Thus the conditions (b), (c) and (e) yield that T'(i) E Str"(TJ, and in fact (f) yields that T'(i) = u ,,,T(i, n)(n), so condition (d) implies LAF(T'Q), Ti) = v.
Since T'(i) L U,,,T(i, n)(n), we also get that So Theorem 2.3 is applicable, and we conclude that there exists an integer k" E r, a function h E Incr(w, w), and trees Si E Str,(T'(i)), for each i E d, such that F has the constant value k" on LJ (n si(n))* REW iEd Now the facts ,!& E Str,(T'(i)) and T'(i) E Str,(TJ require that Si E Str"(Ti) where LAF(S, , T&z) = v(h(n)) f or each n E w and i E d. Also, we claim that (P) which, if true, satisfies the conclusion of (3.1). Indeed, supposefE Incr(ol + 1, w), suppose Ri E Str,(&) for each i E d, and suppose ai is the root of Ri , so
We know F(<a, : i E d)) = k" from the selection of the Si , i E d. Also, condition (d) indicates that (Ri : i E d) was considered in condition (h) when n = hcf(0)). Hence (h) implies (Ri : i E d) E C,s . This establishes condition (p) and proves Theorem 3.1.
WEAKLY EMBEDDED SUBTREES
In this section we shall consider the corollaries that result from Theorems 1 .+I if we consider embedded and weakly embedded subtrees of a given tree instead of strongly embedded subtrees. (See Definition 1.2.) Most of the difficulties encountered in this section will be notational rather than conceptual.
Remember that Em"(T)is the set of all n-trees embedded in T, and WEmn(T) is the set of all height-n trees weakly embedded in T. Em<'"(T) and WEmQ(T) are defined correspondingly. We call EL(A, T) the set of embedding levels of A in T, and we call EH(A, T) the embedded height of A in T. Iffis the unique functionf E Incr(EH(A, T), Height(T)) such that range (f) = EL(A, T), then we write f = EF(A, T) and call f the weak embedding level a&gnment function for A in T.
We say that a tree T isfinitely branching provided IS(t, T) is finite for each t E T.
If T = (T, <) is a finitely branching tree, we say that T has the extended order < (and we write T = (t, <, <) for the resulting structure) provided that for each t E T there is a linear order < on IS(t, T). In other words, for each t E T, IS(t, T) can be enumerated as so that
IS(t, T) = {&(t, T)(j) :je 1 lS(t, T)i> is(t, T)(i) < is(t, T)(j) if and only if i ~j E 1 IS(t, T)].
Then the orders < naturally induce a linear order on T (a linear order which extends the partial order < on T) defined as follows. If t E T, let Lt be the function Lt : Lev(t, T) --f o such that the following holds. If a E Pred*(t, T) n T(n) for n E Lev(t, T), and if b E Pred(t, T) n T(n + l), then b = is(a, T) (L,(Fz)). Then we define the order < on T by saying s < t if and only if L, is less than L, in the lexicographic ordering on U,,,, %J. So s < t means that either s -=c t, or there exist k -=c min{Lev(s, T), Lev(t, T)}, and a E T(k), and i ~j E I IS(a, T)l with L, 1 k = Lt 1 k and L,(k) = is(a, T)(i) while L,(k) = W, T)(i). DEFINITION 4.1. Given a finitely branching tree S = (S, <, <) with the extended order <, and trees A, B weakly embedded in S, we say A and B have the same embedding type (and we write A wEmB) provided the following hold.
(1) There exists an order isomorohism f: A -+ B, i.e. a bijection f : A --f B satisfying a -C a' if and only if/(a) <f(a'), for all a, a' E A.
(2) If a E A n S(n), a' E A r~ S(n'),f(a) E B n S(m), andf(a') E B n S(m'), then n < 1~~ if and only if m < m'. DEFINITION 4.5. Given a finitely branching tree S = (S, <, <) with the extended order <, suppose A and C are weakly embedded subtrees of S. We say that A and C. have the same branching type and write A -BT C provided the following hold.
(1) There exists an order isomorphism f of A onto C, i.e. a < a' in A holds exactly when f(a) < f(a') in C.
(2) Suppose that a, b E A with b ~1S(a, A), that k E ! IS(a, S)l, and that b E Succ(is(a, S)(k), S). Then we require 1 IScf(a), S)] > k, and f(b) E SuMis(f(a>, W), 8.
We write BrTA(S) for the set of all weakly embedded subtrees C of S with A -&. C. Note that if C E BrTA(S) because of the order isomorphism f : A -+ C, and if A and C are given the extended orders induced from < on S, then condition (2) above requires that f preserves <, i.e. a < a' holds in A exactIy when f(a) < f(a') holds in C.
It should also be noted that if A and B have the same embedding type in S, then they have the same branching type. The difference between -Em and mB,. lies in the fact that A wErn B requires that the order isomorphism f: A --+ B preserve levels and branching (branching in a strong sense), while A -Rp B requihes that the isomorphism f: A -+ B need only preserve branching.
The primary fact about branching types is given in Lemma 4.6. In essence, the lemma states that if we are interested in BrTA(S) for some weakly embedded subtree A of S, then starting with a sufficiently large tree T, we can find a copy of S embedded in Tin such a skewed manner that alI B E BrTA(S) have similar level structure in T, i.e. preservation of branching in S assures preservation of branching and of levels in T.
tif is a function, and A _C domf; then we writef"(A) = {f(a) : a E A}. is an (N, b)-tree with the extended order <, that S = (S, <, <) is an (m, b)-tree with the extended order <, and that A is a weakly embedded subtree of S. Then there exists S' = (s', 6, <) with s' E Emm(T) and with the extended order < on s' induced from T, and there exbts an order isomorphism f : S -+ S' (preserving < and <) such that BrTf'(A)(S') C EmTf'(A)(T), wheref"(A) has the inducedpartial order.
Proof. Assume A and S are given. Enumerate S as S = {si : i e ) S I} so that i < j implies si < sj . Pick N so large that the following conditions (l)-(3) can be met for S', and pick an arbitrary (N, b)-tree T = (T, <, <).
In order to define S' C T and f: S + S' the desired order isomorphism, induct on i E 1 S 1 and successively pick the elements f(si) ES' so that S' will satisfy the following conditions.
(1) Suppose s ES' is nonmaximal in S', and p, q E IS(s, T) where p < q. Then there exists n E N such that S' n Succ(p, T) _C u T(k) kEn while S' n Suc& T) C u T(k). n<k<N (2) Suppose that n E N and S' n T(n) # O, and that a E T(n) with a $ S' but with S' n Succ(a, T) # 0, and suppose that a E IS(c, T). If a = is(c, T)(j) where j E b, then Succ*(a, T) n S' C Succ(is(a, T)(j), T). When S' has been constructed, give S' the extended order < induced from T, and note that condition (1) implies that (4) if s, s' G S' with s < s', and if s E T(k) and s' E T(k'), then k < k'.
Also, note that the order isomorphism f : S -+ S' preserves both < and <. We want to show that BrTf'(A)(S') C EmT'"(A)(T).
We mention that we need only require that T be an (N, <b)-tree in Corollary 4.7 provided we first prove a slightly altered version of Lemma 4.6 for (N, <b)-trees. Theorem 1.3 can be strengthened (see [4] ) to a version for trees of Silver's partition theorem (see [6] ). We have also found a canonical version of Theorem 1.3. Unfortunately, it can be shown that there are no generalizations of (1.3) for trees of uncountable height (for E > 2). But there are several open questions concerning generalizations of Theorem 2.1. The most interesting of these is the following question, which has applications to consistency results in set theory (see chapter 3 of [41).
Question. Suppose (Ti : i E w> is an infinite sequence of (w, <w)-trees and that
